
  

INSTITUTIONAL POLICY AND PLANNING COMMITTEE 

MEETING MINUTES 

September 10, 2010 
 

 

PRESENT: President Philip Glotzbach, Chair; Hugh Foley, Vice Chair; Rochelle Calhoun, 

Michael Casey, Winston Grady-Willis, Ann Henderson, Susan Kress, Mark Huibregtse, Bob 

Turner, Muriel Poston, Justin Sipher, Michael West, Alexandra Stark, Jonathan Zeidan, 

Adrienne Zuerner, Anne Petruzzelli, Gail Cummings-Danson, Denise Smith, and Barbara Krause 

(Secretary). 

 

GUEST: Cathy DeLorenzo. 

 

ABSENT: Mary Lou Bates, Jeff Segrave. 

 

 

1.   Welcome to New Members 

 

 President Glotzbach called to order the first meeting of the academic year. He welcomed the 

following new members: Gail Cummings-Danson, Director of Athletics, A/P Representative; 

Mark Huibregtse, Mathematics and Computer Science, Campus Environmental Committee 

Chair; Denise Smith, Exercise Science, Faculty Representative; Alexandra Stark ’11, SGA 

President; Robert Turner, Government, Chair of CEPP; and Jonathan Zeidan ’12, SGA Vice 

President for Financial Affairs.  

 

 

2. Preliminary Fall Enrollment Update 

 

 Senior Associate Director of Admissions Cathy DeLorenzo provided a preliminary update on 

fall enrollment. The entering Class of 2014 is the largest class in the history of the College with 

730 enrolled student on campus and 40 students in London. The class, which includes 90 more 

students than targeted for the campus population, was achieved in spite of an aggressive yield 

projection and a significantly lower “summer melt” than had been projected based on the prior 

years’ experience. The class is the most diverse in the College’s history, with 29% of the 

enrolled class members self-identifying as students of color and 4% international student 

representation. The class also is strong academically, with 3% more students falling in the top 

two highest AQR bands and 3% fewer students in the lower two AQR bands. The class is 

approximately 64% female and 36% male, and 36% of the class was admitted through early 

decision.  

 

 Looking ahead at the Class of 2015, the Admissions staff already is on the road recruiting. 

The enrollment target for the Class of 2015 will be a range of 580 to 630 on campus, plus 36 for 

London. Questions and comments included the following: 

 

 In response to a question regarding the ratio of women to men, Ms. DeLorenzo indicated 

that the ratio is consistent with national trends and with the College’s overall applicant 

pool. The ratio of admitted students was closer to 60% women and 40% men.  
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 The significant increase in yield is a very positive indicator. The College had seen 

decreases in yield for the previous three years, and improving that number has been an 

area of focus for the Admissions Office. Ms. DeLorenzo thanked the members of the 

faculty and staff who assist with visits from accepted candidates. She also attributed a 

successful summer faculty advising program as an important factor in minimizing the 

“summer melt”.  

 

 President Glotzbach noted that the President’s Cabinet will begin working this year, in 

consultation with IPPC, to plan for completion of the “optimization” study, i.e., the study to align 

the size of the student body with the size of the faculty, academic and residential space on 

campus, and other relevant factors. Vice Chair Hugh Foley offered the observation that 

increasing yield, diversity, and academic strength all in the same year, was “magic” in the 

difficult economy.  

 

 Finally, President Glotzbach noted that notwithstanding the size of the entering class, we 

have experienced a very positive opening to the school year. He offered his sincere appreciation 

to the many faculty and staff members across the campus who had a hand in that effort.  

 

  

3.  IPPC Annual Report 2009-10 

 

 The draft annual report from 2009-10 was distributed in advance to this year’s IPPC 

membership as well as the individuals whose terms on IPPC ended last May. President 

Glotzbach expressed his appreciation to last year’s vice chair, Professor Adrienne Zuerner, for 

drafting the report and asked that any comments be forwarded to Barbara Krause by Wednesday, 

September 15, 2010. Assuming no substantive changes, the annual report will be forwarded to 

the campus community and posted on the IPPC website at that time. 

 

 

4. Campus Plan and Facilities Planning 

 

 Vice President for Finance and Administration Mike West provided an overview of the 

Campus Plan and an update on facilities planning. He noted that the Campus Plan was adopted in 

2007. The President and Cabinet have the primary responsibility for facilities planning, in 

consultation with the IPPC and with the Board of Trustees.  Board of Trustees approval is 

required at various stages of facilities planning.  

 

 Vice President West then reviewed a confidential facilities planning matrix that was 

distributed in advance of the meeting. The matrix shows the various stages of facilities planning, 

indicating major projects that have been completed since adoption of the Campus Plan as well as 

the current priorities as identified by the Cabinet. Renovations to Saisselin Art Center and Filene 

Music Building are currently underway, and planning continues for the Scribner Village 

replacement. Following Scribner Village, the College’s next highest priority will be a new 

Admissions building. Various other projects will proceed as resources permit. A final category of 

buildings has been identified as being “on hold” indefinitely.  Mr. West emphasized that the 

notes accompanying the matrix provide important information.  Finally, he reminded IPPC 
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members that certain projects could move more quickly if gifts or other resources for a specific 

project came to fruition.  

 

 Questions and comments included the following: 

 

 In response to a question, Mr. West affirmed that the “Crescent North” maintenance 

building was placed on hold because of the difficulty in fundraising for such a structure. 

Mr. West noted that if the College could build that structure, it would allow the College 

greater flexibility to undertake various other facilities projects.  

 

 With regard to Filene, it was noted that the entire Office of the Dean of Special Programs 

will move into that space, along with an academic department. The Space Planning 

Working Group is currently looking at various options and speaking with departments; 

following that work, the SPWG will make a recommendation to the Cabinet.  

 

 The decision not to move the Dance Department to Filene was made following various 

improvements to the existing Dance facility. Following those improvements, the Dance 

Department agreed that its current location was preferable to moving to Filene.  

 

 Facilities is in the process of making changes to the College’s heating system, moving 

individual buildings off of the outdated “main loop” and onto individual building 

systems. It was noted that this change has allowed a relocation of boilers that has opened 

up possible storage space for the Library.  

 

 One member expressed concern that the health and wellness center no longer appeared in 

the plans for the Scribner Village replacement. She believes that health and wellness is an 

important curricular and co-curricular aspect of the student experience and suggested that 

it was important for the College to be competitive with respect to such facilities. Dean of 

Student Affairs Rochelle Calhoun indicated her support for the importance of a health 

and wellness facility.  She noted, however, that a health and wellness facility was always 

indicated as a third phase in the Scribner Village replacement planning that would require 

fundraising to construct. She also noted that the concept has not been abandoned; one of 

the Strategic Action Agenda items for the current year is to continue studying a health 

and wellness facility. Vice President West and Dean Calhoun both noted that constrained 

financial resources have been a concern in connection with the Scribner Village 

replacement project; they agree that completing the residential component of the Scribner 

Village replacement is the highest priority.  The IPPC member noted that on other 

campuses, student fees have helped to pay for health and wellness facilities. She urged 

the Cabinet to consider this option.  

 

 President Glotzbach noted that the facilities planning matrix demonstrates the difficulty 

of trying to address all of the College’s facilities needs. He noted the importance, 

therefore, of engaging in long-term planning, including planning for a health and 

wellness center.  
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 A faculty member expressed concern about the absence of any discussion regarding the 

composition of the faculty (i.e., the size of the faculty in comparison to the student body), and 

she registered her concern about the minimal number of tenure track searches conducted during 

the past year. She also expressed concern that the College has not been able to retain faculty 

members of color. Dean of the Faculty Muriel Poston responded that the present conversation 

was intended simply to review facilities priorities. The Cabinet is engaged in a separate 

conversation to consider five-year programmatic priorities. The programmatic and facilities 

initiatives will then be looked at together and, ultimately, prioritized during the process of annual 

budget planning. Dean Poston further noted that the College will do eleven tenure track searches 

this year and intends to do thirty tenure track searches over the next three years. There may also 

be conversions of non-tenure track to tenure track lines. Vice President for Academic Affairs 

Susan Kress noted that the five-year plan for Academic Affairs was shared at the recent 

Academic Staff retreat, and the issue of faculty composition was clearly a high priority. The 

divisional plan for Academic Affairs was shared with department chairs and program directors, 

who were encouraged to share the document within their departments and programs. President 

Glotzbach noted that the College retains its strong commitment to the current student-faculty 

ratio.  

 

 Vice President West then turned to a more specific update on the Scribner Village 

replacement planning. Mr. West noted that this proposal is expected to go to the Board of 

Trustees in October and asked that, for now, IPPC members treat the information as confidential.  

 

 Mr. West reported that since the last update to IPPC in May, further engineering and 

architectural modeling identified serious concerns with the three “flat site” buildings that had 

been planned along the loop road. In particular, the weight of those structures would have 

required an imposing retaining wall that would have been extremely costly and aesthetically 

unacceptable. The project architects, QPK, have introduced a new proposal that would extend the 

Northwoods Apartment complex by constructing three new buildings on a current parking lot 

and relocating the two Scribner Village “sloped site” townhouses (intended for sophomores) 

slightly south. It is expected that the new proposal will result in time and cost savings, since the 

College already has plans for the three Northwoods-style buildings, and the site preparation work 

for those structures would be significantly less involved. The ability to construct these buildings 

more quickly would help to relieve the current over-enrollment situation. Conversations will be 

underway with the City in the very near future to explore whether the three buildings could be 

constructed as an amendment to the Northwoods plan previously approved by the City, which 

could help expedite the permitting process.  

 

 With respect to costs, Mr. West noted that the Scribner Village project cost is estimated at 

$42 million. The current funding plan includes the $12 million gift from the Sussman family, 

$5.5 million from a prior donor pledge that has been reallocated to Scribner Village, and a bond 

issue of approximately $20 million. That plan leaves a $4.5 million gap that will need to be 

closed before seeking Trustee approval. It was further noted that if the College does not pursue 

this means to address the current over-enrollment situation, the College likely will need to 

consider temporary housing for next fall, which would represent a “stranded” investment. When 

completed, the Scribner Village replacement will result in operational savings based on the 

geothermal heating component and energy savings from the new construction.  
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 Comments and questions from IPPC members included the following: 

 

 In response to a question, Dean Calhoun indicated her confidence that the project, which 

will add approximately 100 beds to the current residence capacity, does provide sufficient 

student beds for the foreseeable future.  

 

 A member strongly encouraged the planning committee to retain the current feel of 

Scribner Village. President Glotzbach noted that the original plan had been to eliminate 

Scribner Village and to construct two large apartment style buildings. The Scribner 

Village planning has evolved into something much closer to the existing Scribner Village 

concept.  

 

 In response to a question, Dean Calhoun clarified that the largest part of the sophomore 

class will still be expected to reside on campus, but that fewer sophomores would reside 

in doubles (i.e., more would live in single rooms). The sophomore housing will have 

modified kitchens, but the current plan is to have most sophomores enroll in a meal plan.  

 

 In the interest of time, President Glotzbach concluded this discussion. He noted that IPPC 

will return to this agenda item on September 24 for a further update and any questions.  

 

 

5. Sexual Misconduct Policy 

 

 Dean Calhoun reported that the Sexual Assault Task Force has been working since last fall 

on a review of and revision to the College’s Sexual Misconduct Policy. The draft policy that was 

distributed in advance of the meeting is the result of conversations and the rally that occurred on 

campus last spring. The policy has benefitted from the work of Saunie Schuster, an external 

consultant who is highly regarded for her expertise in this area; the College’s attorney also has 

reviewed the draft policy. Dean Calhoun noted the following major changes in the current 

document: 

 

1. The policy is based on the concept of “effective consent”. 

 

2. The policy has broadened to cover not only sexual assault, but sexual misconduct.  

 

3. The policy identifies two new roles in the disciplinary process: an advocate who would 

work with the victim/complainant from the very beginning of the complaint through any 

disciplinary proceeding; and an advisor who would work with the accused/respondent. 

Individuals serving in both capacities would receive training related to the College’s 

Sexual Misconduct Policy.  

 

4. Both in the context of sexual misconduct cases and in disciplinary cases more generally, 

the College will move to a standard of “preponderance of the evidence” rather than the 

previous standard of “clear and convincing evidence”. 

 

5. Under the new policy, both the complainant and respondent will have an opportunity to 

appeal based on specific criteria.  
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6. The hearing structure in sexual misconduct cases and other cases which might result in 

re-traumatization have been modified so that the complainant would be allowed to testify 

without being in the same room as the accused.  

 

 One IPPC member who was involved in the sexual assault conversations last spring 

expressed his opinion that the work that has been done is impressive and very promising. He 

cautioned that in addition to changing the College’s policy, we need to work as a community 

toward cultural change as well. In response, Dean Calhoun noted that there has been significant 

educational programming this fall to work toward that goal.  

 

 With the meeting time expired, President Glotzbach noted that this item will be brought back 

to the IPPC at the next meeting for any further questions or comments.  

 

 

 

Minutes prepared by Barbara Krause.  Please notify of any changes.  

 


